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Majority Chairman Grove, Minority Chairwoman Davidson, and members of the
Committee: Thank you for providing an opportunity to One PA to participate in
this hearing and testify about the ongoing bipartisan efforts to modernize
Pennsylvania’s electoral process.
My name is Wesley Gadsden and I am the Pittsburgh-based Statewide Field
Director for One PA.
One PA is a multiracial, intergenerational, and multi-issue organization whose
membership comprises workers, students, parents, seniors, people with
disabilities, and retirees excited to learn, collaborate, and build power together.
One PA works within a broad coalition of labor, faith, and student organizations
fighting to make powerful changes that transform our communities.
We also are a member of Keystone Votes, which previously testified before this
panel, as did other members of the nonpartisan coalition. Still, other members of
Keystone Votes are here today as well. Again, thank you for this opportunity.
At the center of our work at One PA is civic engagement: Our members speak at
school board hearings, talk policy with state representatives as we are doing
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today, deepen voter engagement in their neighborhoods and beyond, and work
to ensure individuals stay informed about the policies that affect them.
The 2020 elections have had a galvanizing effect on our state and nation.
Everyone is focused on the process. That’s a good thing. The reality is that
Pennsylvania lags behind the vast majority of states when it comes to making sure
voters can count on 21st century convenience and security at the ballot box.
For years --- well, for decades, really --- no one talked seriously about updating
Pennsylvania’s outdated election laws. Then, over the course of a year, we
witnessed the adoption of two sweeping bipartisan reform laws --- Act 77 of
2019, which ushered in vote-by-mail, and Act 12 of 2020, which made temporary
changes to how elections are run to ensure public health during the pandemic.
Our hope now is that this bipartisan spirit continues as we work together to
advance proposals that modernize Pennsylvania’s election laws and make voting
more convenient, more secure, and accessible to all.
I want to focus my remarks on how elections are administered, the process by
which we accept and tally votes, and methods for keeping voters informed and
engaged to ensure their voices are heard and their votes count.
But first, I think it’s important to recognize some basic facts: The general election
saw record turnout, with more than 6.9 million Pennsylvanians, or 71 percent of
the voting age population, casting a ballot in 2020, including more than 2.9
million who voted by mail. These were both record highs for voter participation
since at least 1960, and represent a turnout increase of nearly 10 percent over
2016.
More importantly, voters truly embraced the new vote-by-mail system, and all of
you should be proud of your work to enact that provision and giving voters this
new option even before the pandemic hit. Your actions turned out to be
prescient.
The question now is where do we go from here?
FIRST, we need provisions that ensure satellite election offices and droboxes are
equitable. Out of fairness, all communities should have access to both
opportunities to enable an increase in participation among all voters.
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We saw how effective options like this can be in the 2020 General Election as
thousands of voters took advantage of satellite election offices, where they could
register to vote, apply for mail ballots, fill them out, and return them on site.
Satellite election offices also allowed voters to ask trained staff questions, or to fix
errors that they may have had with their mail-in ballot.
I am among those who took advantage of this option. I personally went to a
satellite election office in my community, with my mail-in ballot, which actually
had incorrect information, and I was able to have it fixed. Without the satellite
election office, I would have been confused about how to fix that error, and my
voice may never have been heard and my vote may never have counted.
I would like to thank all the local election workers who worked long and hard
under unprecedentedly difficult conditions to ensure people like me got to
exercise their right to vote.
SECOND, our commonwealth needs to seriously consider early voting to ensure
that Pennsylvanians always have enough time to vote. Early voting gives people
who must work the opportunity to vote. Some people work more than one job,
and most will make working a priority instead of voting.
In Allegheny County, for example, satellite election offices allowed people to
return mail ballots, mostly on the weekends. With early voting as a permanent
election reform, however, we would be able to accommodate eligible voters not
just on the weekends but on the weekdays, too.
The fact that Pennsylvania allowed some version of early voting in 2020 actually
ended our status as an outlier in this regard. Nearly three dozen states already
have adopted some form of early voting to accommodate voters’ varied
schedules.
THIRD, advancements like satellite election offices and early voting work better
when we invest in technology to support the upgrades. Fortunately, that
technology is affordable, readily available, and proven to be safe and secure in
the form of electronic poll books. These e-poll books are either hardware,
software, or a combination of the two that allow election officials to review
and/or maintain voter register information for an election but does not actually
count votes.
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We have asked a lot of our county election offices over the last couple of years,
counting this coming election cycle, too. We need to make sure they have the
funding they need to purchase these tools. We can’t keep asking them to do
more with less.
Electronic poll books really can help. Consider the lengthy process right now of
printing hulking poll books for each polling location. Once they are printed, it’s
too late to make any changes. Electronic poll books would ensure real-time
updates for when a person votes, while easing concerns about bringing a mail-in
ballot to the polls if a person decided to vote in person instead. In other words,
e-poll books really are a staple of modernization to remove confusion about who
has voted and to increase the security of our elections.
FOURTH, we need to standardize when polling locations are publicized, avoiding
last-minute changes that could confuse voters about where to go. Some people
still face challenges getting to the polls. Going to one only to find out it has been
moved could mean that voter never gets a chance to exercise his or her right to
vote --- through no fault of their own, but only because of bureaucratic issues.
Voters should never find out at the last minute that their polling location has
switched. They deserve time to figure out where they are supposed to vote so
they have time to make plans to get there.
+++
Once again, I want to thank this committee for the work it has done to look at
ways we can continue modernizing Pennsylvania’s election laws. While so much
has been done, there remains much to do. To truly make our system better, we
need to keep the will of voters front and center. At One PA, we stand committed
to working with you to do what’s best for voters and ensure we have a system
that is safe, secure, fair and accessible to all.
Majority Chairman Grove, Minority Chairwoman Davidson, and members of the
Committee: I would be happy to answer any questions you have.
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